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THREE MAINE STUDENTS ESCAPE Junior Co-ed Talked with Barrymores, Danced
INJURY IN ACCIDENT YESTERDAY With Canadian Mounted Police on Alaskan Trip
Harry Hasey, Kenneth Sullivan, and William Pond,
All of Bangor, on Their Way to College
When Car Overturns Near Veazie
Three Maine students narrowly escaped injury in a spectacular ac-
cident on the Bangor road in Veazie at 7:40 yesterday morning when an
automobile operated by Harry Ilasey. '33. Phi Gamma Delta. of Bangor.
turned over after colliding with a south bound car. Ilasey was accom-
panied by Kenneth Sullivan. '35, and William Pond. '3.3. Phi Gamma
Delta, both of whom were quite severely shaken up. The car was dam-
aged considerably. since it is alleged to have been traveling at a high rate
of speed at the time of the accident.
The accident occurred when Hasey110-4--- --
attempted to pass a car while On his way !
to the University. and when he was on Brockway and Brown
the left side of the road found himself
unable to get over to the right again
when he met a car bound for Bangor.
Hitting the south bound car, operated by
a woman whose name could not be ob-
tained at press time. liasey's autonio- Maine Candidates Will Be Voted Upon
Pile turned completely over. landing on At Election for Rhodes
I-- wheels headed for Bangor.
Happening as it did just when the
traffic to the University is the heaviest.
the accident caused considerable tie-up
in the traffic
To Be Rhodes Bidders
Scholarship
Philip Brockway. Quebec. Canada. and
Arthur Brown of Bangor have been an-
nounced by President Harold S. Board-
Work on "Holiday" Started man as the candidates for the state elec-
tion for Rhodes Scholat s from the Uni-
With Rehearsal Last Night versity of Maine.••
• Mr. Brockway graduated from the Uni-
Levensaler Gets Leading Role, versity last year. and is now doing grad-
Playing Opposite Ernestine elate work toward his master's degree.
Merrill. New Ticket Plan Mr. Brown who is a junior, will not re-
ceive his degree until 1933.
Rehearsals were begun last night in The various activities of the school
Alunmi Hall for the three act comedy have claimed the attention of both of
"Holiday". which will be presented by
the Maine Masque on Thursday evening.
November 12. About seventy candidates
tried out for the various parts in the play.
a number greater than has ever before
turned out in the history of the Masque.
Atwood Leeensaler. whose stage ca-
reer at Maine includes leading parts in
"The Swan" and "Journey's End'', has
been picked by Professor Mark Bailey.
director of the play, to take the role of
Johnny Case. a poor boy who has bought
stock which becomes very valuable at the
time that he is considering marriage.
The part of Julia Seton. who becomes
engaged to Johnny while on a vacation at
Lake Placid, is played by Sylvia Hick-
son, and the role of Linda Seton, which
was played in the motion picture by Anti
Harding, is taken by Ernestine Merrill.
Ned Stetson. the drunken younger broth-
er. is characterized by John leingley, and
the part of the father. FAward Scion, is
taken by Francis Ricker. The other
members of the cast will be picked soon.
The Masque plans to start a new sys-
tem of selling tickets this year by selling
season tickets for the' benefit of those
who want to he sure of a good seat for
each of the four Masque productions.
(Continued on Page Fire)
these men. Both hold excellent schol-
astic records. Mr. Brockway is a mem-
ber of Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity
and of Phi Beta Kappa. lie was the
editor of The Mainens'fring last year and
was a leader in literary activities during
his college career. Mr. Brown is a mem-
her of Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity and
of the Contributors Club. lie holds the
Class of 1905 Scholarship and is also
prominent in many phases of literary
activity.
The Rhodes Scholarship is made pos-
sible each year through the bequest oof
Cecil Rhodes. and by it the United State's
sends to Oxford annually some thirty
students. Every qualified college or uni-
versity in the country can submit the
names of no more than five students
whose qualifications are examined by a
state coommittee.
Two of these candidates are selected by
this committee too represent the state in
the final district eliminations. There are
eight districts in the country of six states
each. From each of these districts foot ri
men are chosen to go to Oxford Tr• Chaucer Characters Are
AP, Ar
111
t
/i • 'Li+
--415116.•4.01
Winona Harrison, shown with her younger brother and a prospector who
took part in the gold rush of '98. The latter served as their guide on a sight
seeing tour about the picturesque regions of Alaska. Insert : John Barry-
more and his wife, the former Dolores Costello, from a snapshot taken by
a member of the party.
By Rose SN MEN
It is not very often that one is fortunate enough to take a trip to
Alaska. It is still less often that one has the opportunity of speaking to
John Barr more. An occurrence still more rare is that of being enter-
tained by the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. Yet these are but two of
the highlights in Winona liarrison's five-week vacation in Alaska.
It seems that Winona. a Junior at the,
' daughter. The Barrymores were on the
. .
me ersits , 15 extremely find of tray- . way hack to Hollywood after an eaten-
ening. and this is by no means her first' y„dittog trip to Alaska, A, tt, usu-
long journey. This penchant for tray- ally the case. Winona was a hit disullu-
ening is shared as enthusiastically by sionell about the movie celebrities, for
her father. Mr. Harrison. who is Gen- without the aid of make-up and expert
eral Agent of the Passenger Department photography, the Barry-mores appeared
on the Grand Trunk Canadian National very ordinary.
Railways, arranged the trip and invited , :s:iiat impressed Me most, though.
his friends. They in turn invited their was his aoonderful voice and his profile
friends who did the same, and so it came
to pass that on July 9. 1931, a party of
ninety-tone made their exodus from Port-
land to Montreal. thence to Ottawa,
where they made their first stop. After
(lining at Chateau Laurier. they cumin-
lied to W. -peg and fnom there to Van-
eoniver. where they spent the night
At Vancouver they boarded the boat
Prince Henry. which took them to Prince
which is just as perfect off the screen
as on. lie has charming manners, and
dimples. lie's probably very gi..1-look-
ing when dressed up. but in his old
clothes he certainly didn't look like a
Don Juan."
Mrs. Barrsmore, she said, looks much
older than she appears on the screen. and
her bright make-up was quite startling
against the Prince Rupert background.
Rupert. British Columbia. It as here They were very interesting, however. and
that the party met John Barrymore, his willingly posed for snapshots and auto--
wife Dolores Costello. and their baby (Continued oa Page Two)
who are selected this sear will start ti,
Oxford careers in October. 1932, at .41
of the colleges there. The scholarships
University Officials Are at
CLOKE PICKED TO HEAD HOOVER'S
UNEMPLOYMENT RELIEF IN MAINE
Technology Head and Dr. Brautlecht Named by American
Engineering Council to Committee Working Out
President's Depression Relief Program
Dean Paul Cloke of the College oil echnology has been named by
the American Engineering Council to head a committee which will carry
out in Maine President Hoover's program to end the present business
depression. Dr. Charles A. Brautlecht. head of the Chemistry Depart-
ment. has also been named a member of the committee. American
Engineering Council. which will work with the relief organization set
up by the President u Wtinder the leadership of alter S. Gifford, president
of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company. will enlist the aid
of more than 100.0(X) engineers throughout the country in a movement
to increase and to stabilize employment. and to prevent the use of unwise
legislation. Federal, state. or municipal.
I:. J. Chesterman of Pittsburgh, vice-
president and general manager of the
Bell Telephone Company of Pemisylvan-
has been appointed chairman of a na-
tional committee to direct the engineer-
effort, which will be carried out in
tail by committees to be named in
cry state. These committees will on-
,T•erate with the industries and with civic
tool business bodies.
The committee in Maine, which will
carry on the work under Dean Clalkat's
direction. consists of : J. Cook,
superintendent of the Aulxini Water Dis-
trict; George E. Ilaggas, chief engineer
of the Cumberland County Poaer and
Light Company of Portland; and Dr-
Brautlecht.
In addition to Chairman Clicsterman.
the national cominittee is composed of :
General R. C. Marshall, Jr., of New
York. who a as in charge of the Construc-
tion Division of the War Department
(luring the World War: E. K. Ruth.
American Oak I.eather Coinpany, Cin-
cinnati; W. R. Webster, Bridgeport
Brass Coompainy, Bridgeport. Com.
"The American Engineering Council,"
the announcement declared, "feels most
emphatically that the immediate answer
for tniempll lytnent 15 /h5 ; that the
spreading of man-Naos is the most es-
sential expedient for stabilizing employ-
ment that can he suggested at the present
t ime.
Radical Wants To Talk
Here  on Mooney Case
Marcus Graham, Aroused by Alleged
Frame-up, Makes Offer To
Deliver Lecture Here
Students and faculty members at the
University alio have become interested
in the famous imprisonment case of Tom
Mooney and Warren K. Billings in Cali-
forniae  will base' opportunity to hear a
lecture on this subject given by Marcus
Graham. well known radical, provided
his offer to speak here at bus own expense
is accepted by any of the clubs or socie-
ties on the campus.
The imprisonment of these two men.
often spoken of as the Drey fib. Mil' of
the United States. has attracted popular
interest ever since their cosivictitai thru
an alleged "frame-up" of particiroting
in the hombing of a Preparedness Day
Firade some fifteen years ago.
The case received further publicity a
short time ago through the publication
11i the Wickersham Coommissioni report,
in which the part dealing with the Moon-
ey case was suppressed. It has I ICCII
stated that publication of this part would
have "exposed the foul frame-up of the
California Gove'tat before the entire
world."
The failure of the American Federa-
tion of Labor to take a stand in 'shelf
of the imprisoned men has also been
branded as rankest treachery.
Marcu Gs rahma. himself recently im-
prisoned for his part in the publication of
"An Anthology of Revolutionary Po-
etry'', has devoted himself to arousing
public opinion in behalf of Mooney and
Killings, and is now preparing a trans-
continental tour for this coming winter,
offering his services totally free.
He has directed his appeal primarily
Modeled by English Major Alumni Meetings This Week "all literary. liberal, and radical inch-
-e— ;ulna's, students, organizations, and
are for two sears with option on a third, Orono, Me., Oct. 14—Taenty dolls, Three Alu
mni Associations of the Uni-
and approxirnatel S2.000 is alloard for representing a )ears work in research, 
versity of Maine will hold meetings in
History Department Starts each sear.
Lecture Senes in Bangor
mcnt .of History and Goveniment of the; Entertain Freshman Class pilgrim's in Chaucer's Canierburv Tales.: in Berlin. New Hampshire.
ersitv N S. instituted in Bangor for ar
e
 
the eeork of Miss Muriel Freeman Thursday night. the Oxford Colin-
• •
and a large amount of time in the actual'
•  dressing, are on display in the seminar
Pres. and Mrs. Boardman
room of the English department of the
Maine and New Hampshire during the
latter part of this week.
The White Moinitain Association will
presses," and asked that any person or
group interested make arrangements for
him to deliver a lecture during his le-cture
tour.
An extension course by the Depart These dolls, representing twenty 
of the hold a meeting WoInesday night. Oct. 21. 
Creator o
those interested. on Mondas. at 4:15
html and will continue for 18 weeks
aith one lecture a week.
The- subject for the eighteen lectures
is "Current World Problems." anti the
work will be equally divided between
Assistant Professor Richard G. Wood.
Associate Professor Edward F. Dow.
and Instructor Max H. Guyer.
Professor Wood will have the first
six lectures, his subjects being: "A Brief
Istory of History." The British Goe-
ernment." "British Political Partiess"
"The British Empire." "Canada anti the
United States." and "Empire Problems."
Professor Dow ail" here as his sub-
jects: "The President—Leader or Pup-
pet?" "Congress—Constructive or Cha-
otic?" "The Supreme Court," "The Gov-
ertunent and Business," "Parties and
Bosses," and "Democracy." Mr. Guyer
will connect the lectures of the preceding
two men with six subjects on current in-
ternational relations. The subjects will
Ix: "The American Foreign Service."
"Exploitation and Trusteeship." "Dis-
armament —Chimera or Possibility?"
"The League of Nations." "World
Courts." and Can War Be Abolished?"
The course is a regular extension of
the University under the supervision of
!Wan Lutes.
; A reception was given the freslunen
by President and Mrs. Boardman at their
home. last Thursday evening. This re-
ception aas unique in that it ass the first
, ever given for the freshmen by the Pres-
! Mem and Mrs. Boardman. As an expres-
sion of their appreciation nearls tilt. en-
tire freshman class attended. The ma-
, troons of the women's dormitories and
the upperclass proctors were also guests.
President and Mrs. Boardman were
assisted in receiving by Dean Foster,
Miss Edith Wilson and Mr. James Gan-
nett. Refreshments were served by eight
of the senitor !bow Ecoono Milk!. St Ullellt s.
The reception was a particularly enjoy-
able 4one because of the informality of
the occasion. Every freshman student
appreciated this opportunity to visit the
"White House" of the campus, and to
meet and know President and Mrs.
Boardman.
MUSICAL CHAPEL SERVICE
INTRODUCES NEW BOOK
Introducing the :.ew Song Book NI Oil-
day's chapel service was in the form of a
' song fest. Songs were sung by the audi-
ence led by Pat Loane, the band was on
the job, the University Quartet did its
part, and Neil Calderwood tickled the
ivories with wonderful results.
University of 'Maine.
who will graduate in the class of 1932 ty Association a-ill meet at lirsants Pond.
from the University. anti represent her P .aul loke. Dean 1 of the College of Tech-
semester reports in English 53-54, the nooloogy, and Charles E. Crossland, Alum-
course in Chaucer. ni Secretary oof the University of Maine,
As a basis for her work Miss Free-
man used Chaucer's own description of
the characters in his Tales, the illustra-
tions appearing in the Ellesmere manu-
script if the Tales, and histories of nied-
iae; al oostumes.
The dolls have been housed in a glass
case made especially for them. The char-
acters represented are: the Knight. the
Squire. the Yeoman. the Prioress, the
Friar. the Merchant. the Clerk of Ox-
ford. the Man of Law. the Franklin, the
Cook, the Shipman, the Doctor, the Wife
of Bath. the Parson, the Miller. the
Reeve. the Manciple. the Summoner. the
Pardoner, and Chaucer himself.
The course in Chaucer at the Univer-
sity is taught by Dr. Ruth Crosby, as-
sistant proofeesor of English.
DR. PETERSON AUTHOR OF
MAGAZINE ARTICLE
Dr. 10) M. Peterson is the author of
an article on "A Sorb American's Im-
pression of New England after York'
tan" which appeared in the New Eng-
ler,' Quarterls in the issue oof October,
1 1931,
will he present.
The Androscoggin Valley Alumni As-
sowiation will meet on Friday night.
ictober 23. at the DeWitt Hotel in Lew-
iston. 4. 'nuing as it does on the eve of
the liates-.Maine game, the meeting will
he anemic(' by Harold S. Boardman.
President of the University of Maine,
Chester A. Jenkins. track coach, arid
Charles E. Crossland, Alumni Secretary
of the University.
SPANISH CLUB WORKS ON
PRODUCTION
The second meeting of the Spanish
Club was held last Thursday evening
with a large number present. Mr. Ca-
brera again devoted the time to the teach-
ing of songs, aided by two or three mem-
bers of the University Chorus. In order
to add still further pleasure to the meet-
ing. Mr. Cabrera sang a few solos.
There is still opportunity for more
students to take part in the production.
Proceeds of the play will be used for
club parties. a stag dance to be held
later in the year.
f "Old Bill" To
Speak in Assembly Monday
Captain Bruce Bairnsfather, arid
famous humorist and cartooni•t, cre-
ator of the famous character, "Old Bill."
and author of the play, "The Better
'Ole," will be the speaker at Assembly
next Monday morning. Captain Bairns-
father's cartoons have been appearing in
the better known humorous magazines for
years. During the war his ability to por-
tray the many funny situations in the life
of the soldier atom far toward easing
"The situation calls for very active,
concerted and well.considered efforts to
prooeide emploosment fiir as large a num-
ber as possible now, and especially to the
development of plans which will forestall
ally large increase mployment this
winter.
"Undimbtedly the attitude of mind ac-
counts for the sharp decline in purchases
bring made by those who base not suf-
fered material, if any, reduction in in-
come and %hose continued income is as
safe as alt) thing in life. Today many
who have employment are not spending
because oof fear of what may happen.
TN.!: are fearful that they may lose their
jobs or have their income sharply cur-
tailed.
"It v:ootilol be exceedingly helpful to
restore a sense of security. Therefore,
employers are urged to at once notify all
employees whom they know they are go-
ing to keep on the payroll that their in-
comes will not he reduced for some defi-
(Con t rimed on Page Two)
Arizona Students Organize
Movement for Dutch Dates
Tucson. .Nriz —f t—VV hile women
students throughout the other colleges
and universities of the country were de-
bating among themselves the advisability
of offering to pay their shares in the cost
of dates with college men, University
of Arizona males took things into their
. town bands and organized a Flachekirs'
Club, the main purpose of which is to
the strain on the British people. Ile has demand that co-eds go dutch on the ex-
made a great reputation as a lecturer in:
this country. Ile a ill illustrate his talk Pe"' "f all dates'1Ithough a Spinsters Club. combating
with slides and aill draw cartoons. The ,
_ i trie move of the men, was formed almost
A 9ssembly will begin at at 
and last an 
I immediately, the university was surprised
hour. o find that what looked like a majority
of the women were behind the men in
their efforts.
Jack (Moved, football center and stu-
dent councilman, was elected president of
the Bachelors' Club by more than 170
men students who crowded to the organ-
ization meeting.
It was pointed out by the men that
women students as a rule have more
money to spend than men students, and
that if the women would accept the chal-
lenge to pay their share in dates. more
ton, to arrange for this event. Members dates would he possible and the social life
of the Club suited to assess each house of the campus greatly enhanced for the
$5.00 for dues. duration of the depression.
DATE OF TRACK CLUB
CABARET CHANGED
The Track Club Cabaret will be held
this year on the night following the Mil-
itary Ball according to an announcement
made at the first meeting of the Track
Club held last Thursday at the Phi Mu
Delta house.
At this meeting committees were ap-
pointed by the President, Robert Paidle-
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ON THE HOOVER COMMITTEE
A notable honor has come to the University of Maine through the
selection of one of its Deans to the Hoover committee on unemploy-
ment. The creation of this committee is one of the major accomplish-
ments of the present Administration. and it is a magnificent compliment
to Dean Paul Cloke's ability and reputation to be selected to head the
Maine division of the committee.
It has been said that "A prophet is not without honor save in his
own land." Students and other persons connected with the University
probably have a tendency to regard the men who guide the course of
her colleges solely in the light of their own contacts. Consequently,
when recognition from outside is given to some member of Maine's
faculty of Board of Administration it should serve the additional pur-
pose of giving to these men the prestige they deserve.
Maine has been especially fortunate, having not only the chairman
of the state committee, but one of the other members as well. Profes-
sor Brautlecht has been appointed by Ikati (Joke to this position. The
University should feel pride in the selection of these Men to aid in the
important work of aiding unemployment, and to Dean Cloke and Pro-
fessor Brautlecht we extend hearty congratulations.
DECLINE OF WOMEN'S ATHLETICS
Unless some-poweritil reviving stimulus be applied rather soon, our
poor feeble Women's Athletics will be C4 finpletely thmn and out. At the
present rapid rate of decline hockey will in a few years be an archaic
word along with such good vigorous terms as "spirit-. -tight", "team-
work- and the well-known -wont and wigor." 1 here II he nothing left
but a few unenthusiastic compulsory P.T. classes.
It cannot be denied that the group system installes1 last year has
failed miserably ; interest is dead. The group leaders find it impossible
to drag out ennugh girls from a group of over sixty to play one game of
hockey. A complete team. ready to play on time, and showing a little
enthusiasm would be ton good to be true! There's no incentive to play:
the groups are unselected—some are good players and some are poor,
there's no cooperation and no support. no competition ;mil no spirit, no
audience and no cheering.
Needles sto say. something must be done about it. Intercollegiate
contests seem to he out of the question. Regrouping of some sort is about
the only possibility. how about interclass or intersorority groups? This
might awaken an intere•t. Anyway. let's get concerned about the situa-
tion and In / St )METIINti!!
THE SENIOR SKULL STAG DANCE
6
Maine Night has now been idticially declared a thing tit the past.
and the big rally., bonfire, and other festivities will pass with it. To
take the place of this. the Senior Skulls are giving a unique home-corn-
ing stag dance. the evening liefore the Bowdoin game, which gives prom-
ise of being a successful affair.
But there is also another purpose behind this. In 1911 the Senior
Skull Society put up a Scholarship Cup for the improvement of the
scholastic standing of fraternities. This cup went to the house which
won it the greatest number of times in ten years. The last cup now
resides permanently on the Phi Kappa Sigma mantelpiece, and it is
planned that the proceeds of the it, stag dance shall go into
purchasing a new cup for the next decade. Truly a worthy purpose.
Tickets for this dance. %% Inch is strictly a stag affair, ‘‘ iii M,011 he
ior sale by members of the Senior Skull. Sophomore Eagles. and Soph-
omore ()sal societies. In supporting this dance, students will be con-
tributing to a worthy. cause as well as deriving the benefits of an un-
conunonly good dance for their money.
Recently the pencil sharpener Ill the hall •d the Arts and Sciences
Building was nearly stolen hy some student. only the timely arrival of the '
janitor preventing it. The sharpener uas placed there for the conven-
ience of students. and one pers.al• th.Puglitles,ness can deprive twelve
hundred students its use. l'he consideration of college authorities in .
supplying the sharpener should at least be respected to the point of leav-
ing it alone.
\N hat has happened to the Nlaine I ICilul Von still hear it, hut
seems to be dwindling. Each yes:r the custiim receives most of its sup-
port front the incoming class. As the classes advance. the Nlaine I lello
is more and more disregarded. It i• a great ..I.1 custom. and %%e should
hate to see it die out altogether.
Just a inin.ir annoyance 1,ut the latch on the \ rts :nut Sciences
door is still loose in its mo.irings. and ..t.% era; students ha% % been th,Trved
to wait ill vain for the door t.; ..;,t.:ied 1-“to the ititesitir. and titian 
walk around to the side (14140r--a "halm. if tics StakIng 1,11 the Uni-
versity grass.
1
To the Editor of the CUIllt14S,
Hear Sir:
Because of the Junior High atmos-
phere prevalent today in women's ath-
letics, no great show of interest is appar-
ent. Perhaps the names of the various
groups are influential in creating the
scornful attitude toward going fast for
sistrts. It wouldn't be surprising to find
this supposition correct. The names are
far-fetched and typically high-school girl-
ish. No one voids( be expected us go
out three hours a week and do her utmost
for the Jolly Greens or the Hollymors.
The system lacks punch.
If we can't have intercollegiate athletics
for settmen and it seems that it is highly
impossible, why not substitute a more
forcible inn-a-collegiate system. The pres-
ent groups are too disorganized and too
disinterested. A stronger. more animat-
ed team would result from a stimulus
within the sorority. Intramural athletics
for women!—Why ma? Surely more
enthusiasm would arise from producing
real teams in this way than arises in fight-
ing for the Ilappy Twos and the Treblors.
Besides hockey, archery, basketball and
all our present types of games and athletic
possibilities. bowling, that attractive and
alluring pursuit for femmes might easily
be introduced. In having such a wide
field of active interests more and more
people would become part of this proposed
system.
%%rids the added impetus resulting in
all certainty from intramurals for wom-
en, their athletics would again reach their
former high level of intercollegiate days.
This suggested reform cannot fail in cre-
ating a new spirit to win through excell-
ing.
Sincerely,
Maine Studio Receives New
Equipment for New Place
SerVice fur Malik"
students" is the motto which will govern
the improved Maine Studio in its new
quarters. The change from Mill Street
to its TWIN quarters over the Universits
Pharmacy on Main Street is not the only
alteration which has taken place, as new
equipment has been installed thruout.
New cameras have been purchased and
agia films are now 'being used and carried
In stock. Apparatus for use in the latest
methods of film developing and printing
has been purchased, and the service ren-
dered will be strictly up-to-date and comp-
arable with the largest metropolitan ,t11,11-
Os.
Prism photographs will be made as usu-
al, and complete service in enlargement,
and framing will be given. Special care
will be taken in framing shingles for stu-
dents.
Y.W.C.A. ACTIVITIES
The \,\ (A. has had many interest-
ing activities during the past week, and
has plans for more.
Miss Bunny Callahan has resigned her
position as social chairman on the "V"
cabinet, but has accepted a position as
co-chairman. The cabinet elected Dor-
othy Davis, '34, as chairman of this com-
mittee.
The Girl Reserves of Old Town are
beginning their work under the direction
of Ethne Worcester. Eva Bisbee has
charge of the Girl Scouts.
The "Y" is planning a Hallowe'en
party to be held Wednesday evening,
October 28. in Alumni gym from 7 to
9. All women students and faculty are
invited. This is to be a costume party.
The Maine Snoopus
Upon gifting a glancer about, 1 discofer the beta{
heertiess center of this collitch to he Balentine. All
this FOR SALE it is: apples. hooks, cleaning and
dseing, last's-plates, candy-bars, doughnuts, home-
made fudge, finger-waves, corsages. moggasins, nab_
WS, sox, stockingers,
snli.eittmeterssh.ekstnelsig!er 117effkse'r
‘sukCir pYlaCeusi-4or'i;a(siti.ing money. And the say it is
now on campus, if I efen stick the noser ondt I get
caught, "Buy a songer book! Buy a stinger book! Only a dollar!" For vat
should I want one for??? And—shh-1 visper it—somevun vill titik off a
lonypopper sale right avay qvick and you got to buy a 50 lollypopper vat
should cost 3 for 10e... Ye merrie social whirrrll doth commence to whirrrIll
again with the mad round of fall house parties. Oh, there'll be thrilled fresh-
men co-eds and not-so-thrilled blinds and more programs to hang up on the
wall and maybe a blister-on-the-heel or two. And always the wail, "I've worn
that dress twice already and I simply can't be seen in it again!" %Ve're wait-
ing for someone to drag in de usual slum party stuff wid de bars and de gats
and de tuff guys and de pretzels dat nuutaidy likes and de Skoits in over-ails or
sailor pants. Aw, think up something different this sear, willya, puleeze?...
LO, the aesthetic tech! Now he goeth forth to classes clad in bottle green
breeches. Fits in divinely with the autunumal coloring! I wonder what the
winter season will bring forth besides the old scarlet jackets and the kaleido-
scopic soxies. Some exquisite Paris creations no doubt !...I say, 'ere's 'oping
we 'ave a good day for the Bates game. Such 'orrid drizzle we 'ad at the
New Ampshire game. don't you know! Sometimes I think the •timan being
is the dumbest of all hanimals—to sit around and let a lot of rain leak down
'is silly old neck. a-stomping 'is feet and 'ollering 'is blooming 'cad off—and
then coughing and sniffing and blowing 'is nose for a week after! This ap-
plies to you, and you, and you, and you...Wouldst be famous, young man and
young woman? Eat toasted cheese sandwiches at the Maine Bear! Eat
more of them! 'Tis the stuff o' which fame is made.
Junior Co-ed Talked with Barry-
mores on Alaskan Trip
(Continue_._dfromP.age One)
graphed books.
fish-
ing
Prin
port with a typical gold-rush back-
ground."
Rupert she 
describback
ground.".
Foam Prince Rupert the party went to
Ketchican where they stopped just long
enough to walk all over the town. The
sidewalks and streets in Ketchican are
H. F., '33 all of wood, which fact made walking
extremely difficult. "All the girls in the
party ruined their shoes—the heels kept
sinking in between the cracks."
The next sum was at Juneau. the capi-
tal of Alaska. Here, too, the streets and
buildings are wooden, and very little
stone is used. The capitol building, how-
ever, is of granite.
At 7 A.M. the following morning they
arrived at Scagway, and at 9.30 A.M.
left on the White Pass & Yukon Rome
for White Horse, Yukon Territors. This
part of the journey had to he done It:y
means of a narrow gauge train. as the
way was almost closed in by mountains
and cliffs.
Expecting to find the weather in Alas-
ka cold, she was very much surprised to
find it warm there. The sun was shitt-
ing all the time, for during the summer
months it never gets dark north of Siam-
way. The sun sets about 1 A.M. awl
rises again about 2.30 A.M. By this time
the members of the party were all well
acquainted with each other, and they en-
joyed a continual round of parties and
dances all days and often all night. Wi-
nona mentions writing letters at 2.30
A.M. by sunlight, and having five meals
each day, since their waking hours were
so much longer.
All around the vicinity of Scagway
are relics of cities which grew up over-
night during the gold rush.
From W•hite Horse the party went on
to Dawson City by boat.
"The funny thing about Dawson City
is that its not really a city at all. It
has a population of about three hundred.
but I %%as told that during the gold rush
it had fifteen thousand people.- Here
they saw gold being panned and sealed
fur shipment.
Since the Harrison party was the larg-
est ever to visit Dawson City, the towns-
people gave a dame in their honor. The
Ros al Canadian Mitunted Police have a
post there, so they acted as hosts to the
party. "Their uniforms consist of scar-
let jackets and blue breeches. Girls who
have sweethearts in the regiment are ac-
cordingly said to have 'scarlet fever.'
They're all perfect dancers. too. We
also danced with some of the gold
-miners.
It seems that in Alaska the men are 'gold-
diggers' rather than the women. Petty
Co-cd was the newest piece they played
at the dance. The radio was not used
much, since it Call only be used success-
fully at night on account of the amount
of iron present in the mountains."
The next morning they went back to
White Horse again. It takes only two
dass to go down the Yukt at from White
Horse to Dawson City, but four days
back up. On the way they passed
through the Five Finger Rapids. Going
dow-n these rapids it takes only two min-
utes, but going up one has to be cabled,
a dangerous process which takes twenty
minutes.
From 11'hite Horse they went on to
Carcross by train, and lunched at the
Caribou Lodge. In Carcross only evap-
orated milk is available. No articles un-
der twenty-five cents are sold there, and
nickels and dimes are not even procur-
able in the banks. Such a situation was
most likely unfortunate for the loyal
1Voolworth shoppers.
that the new books have been accepted Professor Ferdinand H. Steinmetz. 38 ,, From to
Lake 
A crostfinst,hilc.11aonrrithso: stpareamty.
favorably by the student body. North Main Street, last night. 
we
Editor of The Campus,
Dear Sir:
I recommend one 'the long way' for
Sergeant Strother, Drum Major Pat
bane, and the University Band as a
whole. Their performance on Saturday
was highly commendable.
A group of over a hundred men. most
of them untrained, after sitting in a rain-
storm with their instruments would mit
be expected to do much in the way of
performance. The fact that the Band
was able to go onto the sloppy field,
ittrm the initial letters in honor of our
guests and play their Alma Mater song,
then form the 'M' and play the Stein
Song, should make every Maine Mill
and woman proud of his University and
the Band that represents it.
They'll he at Bates Saturday doing
their best to pep up the team. Let's all
get with thrum when they pia s our songs.
Let's give them a cheer; they've earned
it.
E. G. R., '32
Editor. The Maine Campus,
Dear Sir,
Maybe you think that 'our ad%ertising
sheet is a newspaper. Well, it must be
admitted that you are printing as much
news as 7'h,' Campus ever has printed.
hut what's the idea of all the advertising.
We open the paper to read some IleWS
and what do we find? Nothing but a
picture of a cross eyed man admiring a
lucky tab. We have yet to find out why
the tab is lucky.
For the good of the students on the
campus I suggest that, if you must print
so much advertising you make a six page
paper so that you can carry enough news
to balance it a little better. We don't
object to advertising in the paper. he-
cause most of the ads are written better
than the news. but just the same we want
news, so won't you please give us some
more?
Violin. Only.
Otto Zilch, '38
Editor's Note: 1Ve were very much
interested in the above letter, since to
our knowledge it is the first official proof
that ansone but oursehes ever bothered
ti see what %vas on the inside pages. We
are very sorry that Mr. Zilch does not
like our paper, but wish to explain that
the news we would like to publish is for-
bidden. Also, the income derived from
advertisements is found very useful in
v5tablishing a fund for broken down ,
ampoos Boarif members, We wish to
titattk Mr. Zilch for his k-intl criticism, t
and hope to hear from him again soon.
Sale of New Song Book
Showing Good Progress
The sale of the new University of
Maine Song Book being conducted by I
the Delta Pi Kappa musical fraternity
with the aid of the Sophomore Eagles
is reported as progressing successfully.
Complete returns have not as yet been
turned in, but the first sales indicate
Cloke Picked to Head Hoover's
Unemployment Relief in Maine
(Continued from Page One)
nite period of time. This alone would
be very effective in restoring confidence
and stimulating business.
"There is a very pronounced feeling
that industry and commerce are largely
responsible for the perplexities which
have arisen, and that they should provide
a satisfactory solution. This thought is
not confined to any so-called radical
group, but it also prevails among fair-
minded. far seeing men and women.
"They realize that unless industrial
and commercial leaders successfully deal
with the problem of unemployment in
permanent fast • that both the Federal
and State Governments will very likely
enact unemployment insurance laws.
That such laws would be detrimental to
the economic and social well-being of the
twit III is generally acknowledged. Wheth-
er this country escapes such consequences
will depend entirely upon the construc-
tive leadership manifested by American
industry and commerce."
The Council. which is the public ser-
vice hotly of the engineering profession.
and which was organized in 1929 under
the leadership of Mr. Hoover. warns that
"a concerted movement has been inaug-
urated to bring about the enactment of
Federal and State unemployment insur-
ance laws."
"The Council." it was added, "emphat-
ically believes that such legislation is
neither the only nor the best solution. It
feels that there is sufficient forward look-
ing, constructive. and public spirited lead-
ership in American industry and com-
merce to seriously study the issues and on
the basis thereof to develop plans for
permanently dealing with unempl5tyment.
hitwever caused. and further, so to stab-
ilize emphoment as tii Mold unemploy-
ment to the irreducible minimum.
"Tbe engineers have a %cry direct se-
ll. ,11,1bility it what they may as in-
olustriahists as citizens. It is believed
that the) sill gladly undertake such a
task because 4.f their direct pers.-cal in-
terests and because they believe in con-
structive citizenship.
"Ilaving this faith in the engineering
profession. and aware of the imperative
necessity for prompt response. the Coun-
cil with confidence is submitting to a
large number of engineering and allied
technical societies of the United States
A Kiwi-dill<1 action."
BETA KAII4A PARTY
Beta Kappa held a gay Pledge party
on last Saturday evening. Twenty
couples attended. Dean and Mrs. Choke,
and Mrs. C. E. Sutton chaperoned. The
cinnmittee in charge of arrangements was
"Curt" Fisher. "Shorty" McLean, and
"Jimmie" McLean. Music was furnished
by Cbde Lougee's }liaison and Essex
Challengers.
ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED
The engagement of Monte Rideout of
Banger to Alfred Perkins. '31, was an-
nounced Friday night at the Phi Eta
Kappa house party. Perkins is teaching
mathematics at the University this year,
having been a star pitcher on the varsity
baseball team last spring.
The Faculty Club met at the home of
PRESIDENT ENTERTAINS
AT RECEPTION
President and Mrs. Boardman enter-
tained the University faculty at a formal
reception last NVednesday evening. The
faculty enjoy this reception because it is
the only time throughout the year at
which the entire faculty meets socially.
The new reception hall is a great asset
to President and Mrs. Boardman because
it gives the guests a much better oppor-
tunity for sociability.
THETA CIII INFORMAL
Last Saturday evening, Theta Chi fra-
ternity entertained with its first informal
dance of the season. The house was at-
tractively lighted by means of colored
bulbs; the music was furnished by Bun-
ny Russell's orchestra. Mrs. Weather-
bee. and Capt. and Mrs. Hugh Wear
chaperoned.
SIGMA NU VIC PARTY
Sigma Nu held a vie party last Satur-
day evening. Mr. and Mrs. Theron
Sparrow chapertmed the ten couples.
Thetsh ire Prescott. Fred Bendtsen, and
lasmard ii tint sere the omimittee in
charge.
AUCTION COMING
SS aich for tile S\ tis is 
_athletic As-
eiatitill auction soli. ,...inetime in the
near future. Girls are asked to bring
all "white elephants." Old athletic equip-
ment will be auctioned off to the highest
bidder. The proceet of :Iss auction will
he used by the S. S. 1.-r c'i•nti supplies,
picnics, and .1)11161s,
Be sure to smell for the amiounce-
ments of the time and piaci...
Dean II art and Proiesssr Maurice D.
Jones of the College of Agriculture,
have been visiting Northern Aroostook
during the past week for the purpose of
introducing to this section oi the state
the courses offered lw the Ueiversity of
Maine and particularls the College of
Agriculture.
Itinerary:
Sunday. Och.her DI, Fort Kew: Mon-
day. Visit Fort Kent, St. Agatha. Van
Buren: Tuesday, Visit Caribou, Lime-
stone. Fort Fairfield, Easton; Wednes-
day, Visit Presque Isle, Washburn. Ash-
land. ,Maplettin and possibly Westfield;
Thursday. Visit Aroostook Central Inst.
Bridgewater. lioulton High and Ricker;
Friday. Visit Smyrna Mills. Island Falls,
Patten Academy and Sherman.
er Tuvriti. and after Iso days returned
to Seagnay, where thew were again hon-
ored with a dance given by the towns-
people. Ilere they stayed at the Pullen
House. whose owner, Mrs. Pullen, had
taken part in the gold rush and had many
interesting stories to tell. They then
went back to Prince Rupert and took
the train to Jasper National Park. On
the way to the park they were delayed
six hours by a landslide which was es-
timated to hit- two hundred feet long and
from twenty to thirty feet thick. They
were forced to transfer to another train,
but at Jasper went back to their (A1,11
private train. jasper National Park is
owned by the Grand Trunk Lines. Some
of the animals there are very tame and
roam around freely. The party stayed
at a central lodge, and outside of the
door Winona counted fifteen bears at one
time.
They continued to Edmonton, the capi-
tal of Alberta, then to Chicago, to Ni-
agara Falls, and to Kingston, Ontario.
Here they proceeded by boat to the
Thousand Islands in the St. Lawrenct
River. The last stopping-place was at
Montreal, where they had dinner, and
finally left for Portland.
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PHI ETA KAPPA PARTY
The Phi Eta Kappa fraternity gave an
informal pledge dance Saturday evening,
October 17. Philip Havey, Alpert Mc-
Michael and Arthur E. Hoyt were on the
committee. The party was chaperoned
by Mrs. Carrie Blanchard, Mr. and Mrs.
Chester Jenkins, and Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Lamoreau.
OUTING CLUB PICNIC
The Maine Outing Club held their first
picnic at the Stand Pipe Sunday after-
noon, October 18. The committee in
charge was composed of Winifred Cush-
ings, Dorothy Davis, Inez Howe, and
Evelyn Pollard.
SIGMA TAU PICNIC
Sigma Tau sorority held a hotdog roast
at The Ledges, Wednesday, October 14.
Sorority songs were sung around the camp
fire and with the singing of the "Stein
Song" the group broke up.
TRI-DELT VIC PARTY
The Tri Delta gave their first victrola
party of the year lust Saturday evening
at their house. Mrs. Munson, the mat-
ron, chaperoned. Pauline McCready,
was chairman of the committee in charge.
CONTRIBUTOR'S CLUB
DANCE
The Stag Dance October 16, was given
by the Contributor's Club in Alumni
Gym. The music for the dance was furn-
ished by Larry's Bears. Dr. and Mrs.
Turner and Dr. and Mrs. Small chaper-
oned.
TRI-DELTA TEA
The Alpha Kappa Chapter of Delta
Delta Delta Sorority held a tea in honor
of their new matron, Mrs. Munson, and
their new patroness, Mrs. Moreland,
Sunday, October 18, at their house on
College Avenue. Edith Talbot poured
at the function. The patronesses of Tr-
Delta, matrons of different fraternities,
members of administration, alumni, and
friends were present.
SIGMA CHI PARTY
The Sigma Chis held their autumn
house party at their chapter house, Satur-
day, October 17th. The party consisted
of buffet lunch and dance.
Dr. and Mrs. Monroe E. Freeman
acted as chaperones. The Committee
in charge was Henry Booth, chairman,
Irving hurry, and John Rand. Larry
Miller and his Bears furnished the music.
BETA THETA PI INFORMAL
An informal party in the form of a stag
dance was held at the Beta Theta l'i
house Saturday, October 17. About
forty couples attended, including a num-
ber of outside guests. The music was
furnished by Clyde Dive's Orchestra.1
Mr. and Mrs. Frei Ygaings chaperones].
PI BETA PHI INFORMAL
Pi Beta l'hi sorority held an informal
dance at the l'em•bscot Valley Country
Club Friday night. The chalwronea were:
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Bray, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Watson and Mr. and Mrs. Monroe
Freeman. Nfuriel Iltdmes was the chair-
man f the committee, assisted by Doris
Baker and Emily McCracken. "Pat•'
Iluddilston•s orchestra furnished music.
PHI KAPPA VI(' PARTY
'the Phi Kappa's entertained ten coup-
les) at a vie party Saturday evening.
Punch, ice cream and cookies were served.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Wallace and Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Kenyon chaperoned.
Princeton, N. J.—(IP)—Two Prince-
ton roommates will captain the varsity
and lightweight crews here this year.
South Bend, Ind.— (IP)— Saturday,
Nov. 14, has been set aside as Roane
Day, to be observed at all football games
in the country, it is hoped. At that time
spectators at all games will be given the
opportunity to give toward a Roane
Memorial field House at Notre Dame.
New Haven, Conn.—(IP)—The Yale
Daily News has editorially asked the
university to take on another football
game on its open date, Nov. 14, as a chari-
ty game. 'the date was left open this
year becalm the Yale teams annually
have met the Harvard eleven, exhausted
by having played a game the week before.
' Sleinagrove, Pa.-- (11')—The Susque-
hanna University football team can boast
a forewent wall made up entirely of six-
footers this year.
New York—(1P)—When Union Col-
lege played Columbia it lost its last op-
portunity to cross the Columbia goal line.
In 12 games played between the two teams
the Union team never has crossed the
Columbia goal. The score this year was
51 to 0 in favor of Columbia.
Meadville, Pa.—(11')--Allegheny Col-
lege has inaugurated the youngest col-
lege president in the country, Dr. William
Pearson Tolley, 31. Many distinguished
educators attended the ceremonies.
Bryn Mawr, Pa. —(IP) — President
Marion Edwards l'ark of Bryn Mawr Col-
lege told the student body on the opening
of college here tnis year that in a depres-
sion the value of a college is more than
ever evident.
The crisis, however, adds a new chal-
lenge to the educated to find the way out
of the economic, political and social diffi-
culties, she said.
New York—(IP)—The seismograph at
Fordham University on Oct. 3 recorded
what authorities there described as "the
most violent earthquake of the year,"
some 9,000 miles away. It was believed
it was felt only at the bottom tif the sea,
law/ever.
Ocean Grove, N. J.—(11')—The pres-
ent generation is "cynical, scoffing anti
self-willed," Rev. Dr. Walter A. Maier
of Concordia Theological Seminary, St.
Louis, said here in an address before a
Luther Day celebration audience.
NOTICE
The Health Service Department
has issued the following notice:
All freshmen who have not had a
physical examination please teport
immediately to the Health Service
Department in Coburn Hall.
EXTRA something . . .
CLICQUOT
has
TIMES that try men's
souls call for the fining sparkle
and mellower, smoother flavor
of Clicguot Club. What a
drink when throats go dry!
What a drink when they don't!
What a drink any firms . . .
. . . any place!
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CLICQUOT CLUB
GINGER ALES
dale 2ry - [jolden - cfec
ghree gavorite %von on any Campus
HUNTING AND FISHING
NEW COLLEGE COURSES
liy Ida aid 1 INA '..ttrey
Claiming that knowing boa to cts,k
meal in the svotals and how to make a
camp are as important as a knoa ledge of
Roman history or a kntailedge of French,
Dr. Hamilton Holt, president of Rollins
College in Winter Park, Florida, is pro-
posing a eourse in Hunting and Fishing
with a professor at the head of it.
According to an article by II. race
Mitchell of litters P * in the October
istme of 'Field and Stream," Dr. Holt
plans to purchase a large plot of land con-
taining several ponds surrounded by dense
forests about fifteen miles (nun the col-
lege. This land sill be used as the elms
regm for the class in Hunting and Fish-
ing. Dr. Holt claims that more true
sportsmen will be found in the class of
hunters and fishers than on the gridiron
or on the diamond.
Rollins is the home of many new anti
unusual ideas in the educational
It will be remembered that last year the
college offered a course in Love Making,
which proved very popular among the
students. The college is also unique in
that there are no final examinatitins there.
President Holt believes that lectures and
examinations are out of harniginy with true
education lie asks the questhat, "Why
should we need to test students at the
end of the year" and then answers his
own question with the statemert, "No
more need for that than there is for me to
give my secretary an examination to dis-
cover whether or not site is neatly for a
raise in salary."
In argument for the new course the
point is brought up that it is easy enough
for a person to be a good sportsman in
regard to the number of kills made and
the way in which tholse kills are made
when in the company of others, but that
when alone there is a great temptation to
shoot a sitting bird or resort to other un-
sportsmanlike means in order to return Ti meet the higher requirements for
home with a full game bag. certificatigin in physieal education that
the State will put into effect next year,
the Su llllll er Senttioti and the lktpartment
gif Physical Educatigin are planning an
enlarged program of courses igg meet the
needs of teachers who are engaged in this
line of work.
Austin, Texas (11')—Professor Alfred New courses provided for under the
Kenngot t , inlet ructor of romance languages propoaed plan include: 
The t eel • jue
at the University of Texas, while on a of teaching Gymnastics. “anies and Play
visit to Germany this summer, met a Activity; the Supervisi
on of Physical
woman salesman in a hat shop, liked her Education, Advanced course in 
the Teach-
looks, and three days later married her. ing and Supervision of Girls' 
Athletics.
The couple made a wedding trip to Lo- Work in physiology and 
anatomy sill
carno, then returned to the United States also be required for certificate in ph
ysical
Aug. 12. education.
PROFESSOR MEETS WOMAN
MARRIES HER IN
THREE DAYS
Maine Teachers' Alumni
Association To Hold
Dinner At Convention
Robert Braun. treasurer and gential
manager ,,f nate U.4, Mitchell and Braun
Company of Portland, sill be the main
speaker , .11 the program or a dinner to be
held by the Univensity of Maine Teach-
ers' Alumni Asiksintion iii the Congress
Square Hotel, October 29.
Mr. Braun ca t to Portland (tom Nor-
wich, Connecticut. in ha t& at the tinw
of the founding of the department store.
Porte. tus, Mitchell and Braun Company.
His name is now et amectel atilt inany
worthwhile projects ineluglitig tre:isuret
of the Maine General Hospital. a trustee
of the Portland Lodge of Elks, the first
la-resident of the IN•rtlangi Ittgt:iry
acting chairman in 1930 of the Portland
chapter of the American Red Cogs*.
The dinner which will be held during
the Teachers' Convention, will begin at
6 o'clock sharp, Thursday. October 29.
Local arrangements are in charge of How-
ard Reiche, vice-president tit' the Teach-
ers' Alumni Association anti Nliss Louise
kineade, secretary and treasurer.
Although the dinner is being gponsored
by the University of Maine Teachers'
Alunmi Association, all Maine alunmi in
the vicinity of Portland are cordially in-
vited to attend. Reservations should be
made with Howard Reiche or NI iSS Is mist.
Kineade.
New Courses Added In
Physical Education To
Meet New Requirements
Maine Spring Will Not PINE TREE "M" TO BE
Be Published This Year AWARDED BY GENERAL
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
The Maine ,x pet nib which heret f. n'
has been published quarterly under the
auspices of the l'ontributont Club, is not
to be named this year. This is a fact to
be deeply regretted. However, no maga-
zine can be published without suppsgrt,
and stimitat oll the part the st telent-
body is tweet:04y [amens in this Caae.
l•tiless enthusiasm is artmesi in storne un-
expected quart er, Th, Maine-Spring lutist
e.qttittut. in its present condition of dis-
ability.
At a receet Meeting. the litelliberS
the Contributing Club clisied the folloa -
Mg officers for tlit• ',firming year: Esther
Moore, President ; Arthur Brown, Vice-
l'reetient ; Isabelle Trealgurer;
NIuriel Treeniall, Secretary.
Co-eds at Hiram College
Annual Custom To Be Continued At
Homecoming Day Luncheon
Deering to Make Award
Awarding the .1.1unini Service Emblem
will be a major feature of the program
plannel at the University of Maine for
the I twon tin Homecoming Day, No-
vember 7 The award will be made by
Arthur I.. Deering of (*ono, president of
the (emend Alumni Asewirttion.
At the lutichtsai, which will be held in
Alumni Hall on the day of the Ittgathan-
t Maine game, an al  who has remi-
t ered outstanding service in pis  lug
!alumni and Univeraity work will be the
recipient of the Pine 'flee "NI'', a shield
on which appears a pine tree, a large "NI,"
Indignant in Money Battle date, and ••In recognition of outstand-ing service rendered through the Alumni
Association to the Univensity of ,It •
'Ile swanl was first preeente41 last
year, harry E. Sutton '09, of Metals
Hiram, I belated but none
the less vigorous f • •  silent 
having the Itimgor of being the first alum-
nus to receive this distinguished mark of
has been launched at Hiram College here
and for the intattent has taken as its oh_ 
apnreenition Cr, urn the t ;emend Alumni
.jective the ousting of Richard Piehon as Aeaa'iatt ii in.
'president of the student board. Among the points taken 
into consiglera-
-Ail-  for defense... was pichonis (ion in making the award are the follow-
quick comeback to the girls tint nat one 
ing: (It the number of different types mit
eent not one cent. 
services rendered or lmisititins held with
ugui. it apiwa„ that theco-eelsbattle the General Alumni Auliksititiiin tor hwal
involves tttttt tey. In fact the girls see the • stio
ciatigin, k2 length and quality of tier-
whole dispute tot at battle for equal rights vim. 
(31 mangling among alumni, t4)
eel on( llll ically as well HS Im aitiegtilY on the success in life, mol
estation or business, 05)
Iliram campus 
support given to alumni or University
A few days ago the w 'it demanded projects.
The name of the alumnus receiving the
:it a stiident aasembly that $M8) lieap-
',tongued from the student budget for award t hi" 
year Will not be tttttt mired
the e„liege W. C. A. Atm stude„t I until the luncheon
 whirl' sill take plare
up a lll lllll hns.h. And thin mane,' ,,n  g Ihty.
• •
the first "feminist movement" of any prig-
pgiwtion Hiram has kingwn.
As (Ali a. oh the Advance, stuglent nests
paper, Miss Jane Chretnum said: "If
the at fail to obtain the $300, they
will take steps at once to insure the eles-
t •  of a simian pmvident at the next
student eleetiim. Anti if the men don't
like this feminist movement, they can go
(gut into the wilderness and grow beards."
Shortly before his death last week, 11
portrait of Dwight W. Morrow was dedi-
cated in the chapter of Beta Tiwta l'i
Amherst Ctillege. Senator Morn as and
former President Coolidge were present.
NOTICE
The Registrar's office issues the
following notice: Class lists for
publication in the catalog are pos-
ted on the class bulletin boards in
Alumni Hall. The students are
requested to consult their list and
report any errors in name or address
to the Registrar's office.
KEEP KISSABLE
rn
yr%
RE - PRO
WITH
OLD GOLDS
The twenty cigarettes in your package
of OLD GOLDS reach you in prime con-
dition, as fresh as twenty cherries just
picked from the tree. The finest of
moisture-proof Cellophane wrapping in-
sures that.
But OLD GOLDS are not mer.fly fresh;
they are refreshingly different Blended
from pure tobacco ... free of oily, foreign
flavorings ...OLD GOLDS do not taint the
breath with lingering odors, and do not
discolor the teeth with needless stains.
To be in good taste, as well as for their
good taste . . . smoke natural-flavored
OLD GOLDS They'll give you a finer
smoke, without any unpleasant after-
maths of any kind.
0 T. 1 orillard C,, ,
NO "ARTIFICIAL FLAVORS" TO TAINT THE BREATH OR STAIN THE TEETH . . .
 NOT A COUGH IN A CARLOAD
4
THE MAINE CAMPUS
BULLONLY
Bs Duke W L likLeratb
Patine, consider your Adam's apple.
lest it .turn to eider, and reach for a hussy
instead of a sweety. Nos that you have
your_hummy dip your orbs this way and
read her our contributions to tonight's
bull ,wiai.uri. She'll laugh, she'll giggle,
she'll squirm, but remember CI iNSIDER
YOUR ADAM'S APPLE, That's why
we pay reach fur a 'lumina' inatead of a
Suede. Itemeniber, it's boasted.
• • • • • •
The natives iii Hanover thought they
ha.I a plan fir or increasing the n Ain's in-
. • when they forced the Lhatrimuth
students, uho were eligible, tro vote so
that they %mild have to pay their poll
tax, 1.to they were ionic& Not Irecatise
the' felt the haw of the money paid in the
tax but. liecauite they resented having the
townspeople ordering them anound, the
Dartmouth lads went to the first to'.'. ti
meeting thereafter, and introduced and
pawed bills to build a own hall a foot
wide and a mile high and to build a wall
around the town eight miles high. The
IL 'Priam; had to take the affair to %tent further and suggeste.l
Washingnin Itch. .re they got out of build- might be roorronie himself,
mg the proposed structures. . .% Sio111311 %Trote the professor mixing
:sbe had whistled all her life, lout would
•
never again do so until she unit rimmed
'she um. not feeble minded.
; The Cleveland Plain Disler, along with
scores of other paperS„ theollg111 it a as it
swell idea.
Students walked up ;rad iloVkii it, (13,iii
of Professor Shaw's other., shelling in
relays.
The .hieti,r himsof a is led a
aap, later to relent a lit in still defense,
11141 to admit that perhaps nor all who
whistled were tumor's. but that perhaps
it a as, nevertheless, .11.. 3.1 of :I la•rmai
bent in that direction.
The newsreels made the itiofess..r 1,..se
and tell idl about it, and Own, doubt,
P elollege liehaters. for
“11"11'e,‘ girlssent rout and got ii chorus
to whistle for the talkies, s Ito knows?
the 'modem of the year I ft:11 '32.
ARE WHISTLERS MORONS?
N. Y. U. PROFESSOR SAYS
THEY ARE -THINGS HAPPEN
• • •
While you were all tinning about the
University's new parking roles, we got to
wondering about that till-inuliortant sub-
ject, Love. So We naked Ille1141 Marlene
what she knew :Mr out it anol here's %hat
she -How to make [nen lull in love
with you is a destiny that can not be
arrived at by fornmhie. To attiartii
1111314 is one thing- t. make him what you
•11 'fall in hove with you' is quite all4ither.
I.. ortleal 14,ve is Hid a matter for pre-
m. dilation. Any woman can attract a
man just as any nettle/1B at traet a woman,
by being cruutiderate, charming, atten-
tive, pleasant theme are dt.vices as old as
....cloy. But love? That must ii .me
room the olpjeetive sale it earl not foe
13.11t rolled sutojectively.- We (hall 4144114
her wool, because surely :the simuld
1,w macre in the Hattie Of Herman
did Miss Dietrich learn those big word-
• • • • •
I/ear old I Merlin, the college that !wen.
itself fanams .1 g the Civil War has
come tin-lamb with her bid row I 
and we admit she deserves stone. When
diet found that they needed new dormi-
torn, title the trusters of that mittitli-
teal built two buildings. Iota` a regular
dorm, and the tither a dormitory for mar-
ried students on the campus. The new
I uilding is equipped with kitchenettes
:aid all the e. inventor:4es of teaslern mar-
ried lite. Such a budding uotild to it lw
useles.4 at Niaine.
• • • •
Nod sidle those itillege • iflicials are
doing all they esti lo to IbreSerVe Mani,
of Marriage State
el Net'3•13 :fitail11,4 ihient 31141 1111/41ses.
bill :dhoti mg divorces to any prrson who
It'. or-sided in the tta.4. for six seeks.
"Id Nevada. the state where Reno
I..cated. is doing all it can to keep the
divoree business there, but it would Ise a
good idea for 11444111 I.. 111111.1 a dorm near
the divorce court building like the flea
dorm at I theiliti. This, 114.wever. might
lorove t.• be a pr..tilless !mace, because
tont) the UniVersity ot southern
net 43.11/4.S a repoit from a survey made
there which PIII.as 111131 -Marriages con-
suniate.1 after college courtships have
than eight times the chances .4 hap-
piness that other 111141n3ges have.-
Here's an idea that would he a great
help to mane 14 Olin fair ....this :until :1 ter-
rible hindrance t.. others. Why not
:t time clock :it It:dentine t i 1.4`
pntlelle.1 when leaving and returning.' It
souk! pat a at.it ni all arguments e011-
Verning 110W late the girls of 4,11f dreams
C1.1 in or 1141W late they WeIlt The
si :41 'tit has been put in operat...n at the
tiiv.,,sity of Mainemita, Mail apparently
%tor)... uell. The cards have a Ppare fur
the II an.1 Phire I.f tltw .late as sell aS
14.t .'t her inflirmatitin as fluty Is'
sired by the /MIAMs that be. I if ra•orm.,
that part .4 the scheme could IN` omitted
here, since it might it, its' embarramment
at times.
•
YOU Can belieVe it if you uato i., Sc
have our doubts. but it is Seli.1 that /A-
ward Co. Robinson, the tirreen star of
'Little Caesar,- -Smart Money.... and
-Five Star Final" is rt very timid man
They even goo at far as ti. soy that lie is
leobful, and that it taker, great effiwt for
him to istrtray the gangster elistrarter
thous that he ft:milks with ittich !Neves...
When we pee Lev:ins:der take off Beim..
Marx sell helieve it.
Mt•I situ the playing of our theme mons.
-Peeping Thr..ugh The Knot-11.4e it.
rather 's wussien knee" we bid you all
in•sl-fo.. ;until nett week. Don't forget
to Pend for lair free booklet, "No Matter
How 11..tten They Get, Yak* Teeth Will
Never Give You a Toothache."
New Volk II' .11W it Alegi. ileigit.-
wptad that itatits to Ira'.'. :t esow.1 this
year lass 11111)' 4411e 14111411', t.. plek from.
It is: -Resolved: That he alio %thistle,
is a moron.-
The natt.,n ts all ale. ,g :11.4.41t it sit. e.•
Professor Charlet. I ii its Shaw rof NeW 1, ork
University's department of philosophy
said just that last week It is his out.
testimony that it was just a harmless lit-
tle remark, hut the u ot.uts .s IN-en
receiving indicate that folks k I 
very, very seriously indeed.
Said Senat..r Borah: , ••I whistle %hen
I feel like it, and any man wit.) says whist-
lers are L11411141114 is a moron himself."
It was pointed out that Moissrlini is 3
great %%lustier.
Friends reporte.1 on the lidde that
Einstein, no ..t her, ia a +a histler.
\ lawyer replied dust all at torney•si w
tl.• in the bath tub.
Ileyttood Boring suggest ed Oro in his
younger years to. a teacher l'ir•fr.ssor Slots
most have been SI11,1141:Is
friont lashind textlsa.ks. Ile
1.0r. Shaw
Much Freedom Given
Under New System
At U. of Chicago
'Ideago • I I 'a t ernalism in the
college classroom appears to be about to
breathe its last at the I 'tiiversity lot Chi-
cago, let 0...direction of President Hob-
ert NI. If who e‘plained a new
system of higher ishIcatiiiii Ii 11Ie 775 in-
coming freshmen this sent r.
The Chicago stinlent Is iti.w ••mentally
on its ou it.•• lie can make u hat ever .1-
alit prrogress lois ajwiolicatir on anr1 tilillit y
sill permit. lit. can nut classes when he
it slits t '1% ith011t reersiVilig a slip from the
dean. Ile vial not be called "WI the car-
pet hen it. fails to make the Sallie pro-
gress in LIS comae as the other students.
The elamea, the le:whets, the libraries
avid the many other 111141titreS 44f the '-
versity will Is' there for his tore if he wants
Utle n ht.ni. The edtwat hat vi ill la. (liens',
and the studeet ..ar take it sir leave it.
.5t the end of eaell ,'u suns,' the instructor
will make One Of !MO COnlinent$ ThOW
who have 111:141e satisfactl.ry pr.strerst will
Is' at tieWillate41. III others the instruc-
tor sill simply mote: -We don't kn.iw
enough about hint to eortiment." Soul-
rills ult.i fall into the hoe: ..hositication
will be barred frisit intercollegiate cum-
petition. That Will 11e the only penalty,
tt her than that the student about vi honi
the instructor doesn't "care to itaiimistit"
can go right on doling as he pleases for at
least two years.
At the end of the two-year period its
takes a et tmpreliensive ex:rutin:ohm, em-
t.racing the subjeeta lie has pursued. If
I,.' passes he goes. 1111 nit. the University.
If he fails he probably sill be tolvnys Ito
Inn the meantime the eteeptional stud-
ent IL.- gone ori probably long hefore
the tso-year pcii. al is 1111 ',1.11,41/41 his
comprehensive exatiatiat ion :mil is in Om
upper division of the istiiverstty.. % get,-
nut might finish the first is ear course
in three nu.t.ths. Then, after taking a
tuo-yeat u' tilts, Ilne of the upper divis-
ions he his degree.
BISHOP OF OMAHA FLAYS
PROFESSORS
Washingt.iti 5t the opening
nteeting of the Nat 1. 4111 C.,.:neil .4 t'atho-
lie Wlatieti lime. Right IteV, 1101(11111
Itatattlet, lush. 41 inadis an at.
tnek on -Idasithermata seientists," "un-
Choistian poleseors." and "irresponsible
:itit I, ors, towel her a ithi adVocates of birth
eotan.1, e,
.inpliMmate marriage, gliVOree
ankl sterilization, as "pr.tplieta of a new
paganism more 
.langerisis and Silt-vet-
/41yr than the older bumf.-
rollegc guls have been sarned aconst
amoking Nies. NI, II. NIe( ;ay:an of
haniets City, president of the .‘mericari
.1rtswiation or .
..siiiri•triatit, because. she
says, the habit is giving the American
i wawa' a "facial droop.-
Feminine Inhabitants Of
North Hall Shower Male
Visitor With Attentions
itiSter, it young blond gertilellatn is
beitat sheltered at North Hall. Think  4
the It he's getting from the f 
Me inhabitants! and already he's made it
hit uith several young nten on Campus.
Boger, agitl Ni ven its is getting
s4.1111. training for the future; he has his
11144111ing siesta out-di ...is. His callifig
hours are 5:00 6110 I'. M. A great deal
of his spare time is spent satching the
aproned-maidel sash dishes, and just to
prove his ;sor 'Laity lie has an invitation
to spend the (la:sari:as holidays with a
CORRECTION
The 10110%111g statellaillt le published
as it correctimi of the notice from the
itealth service which appeared in last
week's Campus.
The health service Sen4114 to the 1)eans
eaell week a list of thnse students who
have been absent front chow because of
illness. The name of ro student will be
incluiled ink tlieSe lists unless he or she
notified the health servile at the time of
Thia (ha,' ri..t mean tliat t ht. st ud-
ent I .If mum notify the health ser-
vice but a:my have sonteiaie else do so.
The health serviee (hies not have autlatrity
tie excits.• al .settees from tibias. Absences
fowl) class ean only be autlifiriged by lite
illean of the college in which the student
is :existent!.
Statistics at the University of Minne-
sota reveal that, as in the past, the sor-
...ity ett-ed remains a better student than
the fraternity man at that instituf
Plan To Build
University City
At Wisconsin
Madisrlil, - ii?-- Plat, f or the
ereating of a "university city" have been
developed by the regents of the Univer-
sity of Wineonsin here, as it means of re-
lieving the meagre housing facilities for
the several thousand students of the un-
iversity.
Diseovering that the present dormi-
tory system cares for .•nly 500 RIM anti
365 women, that fraternity and sorority
hou.ses take care of only 1,500 men and
600 women, and that the rest of the 6,(K)0
students stay in rooming homier., tatorly
ventilated and lighted and with..ut proper
toilet facilities, the regents have worked
'tut a plan whereby the university %A mid
purchase land tin the ridge overlooking
Lake Mendota, and suffer rent-free sites
to all fraternities and slinwitiett that wish
to build thereon.
There would also be enlleste dormi-
tories on the ridge, and each   would
It,' carefully ph itted and landscaped in
:tempi with the whole group. Beeause
Of a •*14,libt.'  of naaning house owners in
the city, pearliest .n to go ahead with such
it plan wts turned down by the last legis-
lature, s.i that the regents must wait until
1932 before they Call obtain the neces-
sary legislation.
It has been reported to President Hone-
en's relief organization that almost with-
out exception, 200 colleges and univer-
sities this year show a heavy increase in
registration, largely due, it is fele to the
influence of the eampaign to keep youth
in setnail tip av..i.I adding to the unemph•y-
inent problem.
Series Of Fire Drills To Student Fined $2
Be Held In Girls' Dorms
.5 eerie- t fire drills are to be earried
out under the direction of Miss Lenagyel.
The chiefs elected are: Marion Dickson,
Ilalentine; Helen Finley, Colvin; Fran-
cis Knight, The Maples; Hope 4'ottin,
Mt. Vernon; and Enid Humphreys; Tri-
Delta Bowie,
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY
GETS BEQUEST ORIG-
INALLY WILLED TO YALE
Philadelphia --- - Five hundred
thuusand dollars which he had in his orig-
inal will bequeathed to Yale University,
will go to Lehigh University instead, un-
der a corliril discovered in the will of the
late Dr. Charles W.. NIlieFarlane, econo-
mist and engineer, who died last May.
The codicil expl:  that the exelning.•
was made because the donor believed the
money would do more good in the smaller
school.
The tatitiest will enable Lehigh t.• clun-
plete an economic history of tlw Roman
Empire started by Dr. MacFarlane, who
was engaged for many years in the prep-
aration of the history and who gathered
tnatuy tilOnSand excerpts and references
snurces, which he partly catalogued.
A toy baloon released at Greenburg on
July 4 with a card attached to it, was
picked up late in September in Hawaii.
A salary decrease amounting to 10 per
cent, bias been accepted by the I )hio Wes-
leyan University faeulty this year in
order that the university may balarwe its
budget.
For Hitch Hiking
The find arrest in the police campaign
against hitch-hikers on the Bangor-Old
Town road oeeurred last Friday when a
sophomore student at the University,
who was in a hurry to get back to the
campus and keep out of the heavy rain
made the mistake of thumbing an auto-
mobile in which there was a state pollee-
man in plain clothes.
The Maine man so. taken to Old Town
where he was tried and fined $2. and the
costs of court amounting in all to about $6.
The judge told the youth that he thought
it necessary to make an example of his
ease to the rest .of the students at the
PROFESSOR WHO BECAME
PLAYWRIGHT RETURNS
TO FARM
New York- Paul Green, the
University of North Carolina professor
wit., flashed into Broadway prominence
as a playright, has turned his back on the
white way, and returned to North Caro-
lina, because, as he says, he would rather
work on his own little farm.
He is the author of "The House of Con-
nelly," put on by the Theater Guild.
An earthquake near the town of San-
tiago, Mexico, swallowed a small hill and
left a lake in its place.
A rare translation .4 the sacred Budd-
hist cannon and eommentaries was given
to the Oberlin College Library by the
King of Siam on his visit here this sum-
mer.
let's all go to
•
4 :.1-es
i'`Zest,
Metre Turkish tobaces gross
‘71
\ 1
• ,
Eastward ho! Four thousand miles nearer the rising
sun-let's go! To the land of mosques and minarets-
so different from our skyscrapers, stacks and steeples.
Let's see this strange, strange country. Lc:t's see the
land where the tobacco* grows
in small leaves on slender stalks-to be tenderly
picked, leaf by leaf, hung in long fragrant strings,
shelter-dried and blanket-cured. Precious stuff!
Let's taste that delicate aromatic flavor-that
subtle difference that makes a cigarette!
XANTHI . . CAVALLA . . SMYRNA
e."31, s"'ir
s .
sus., ees•110
bissersisapertsst ssiscessgrosedintreess
ter Oliesterfield Aar its own tobaccotne errs
. . SAMSOUN . .frinolls tobaccos!
*Turkish tobacco Is to cigarettes what
seasoning is to food - the"spice," the"sauce
-or what ridt, sweet cream is to coffee!
You can taae the Turkish in Chesterfield
-there's enough of it, that's why. Chester-
field has not been stingy with this impor-
tant addition to good taste and aroma; four
famous kinds of Turkish leaf-Xanthi,
Cavalla, Sarnsoun and Smyrna-go into
S 1911, tasarag Mug TOOACCO CO.
,
A*110k.
'is iv
I.
the smooth, "spicy" Chesterfield blend.
This is just one more reason for Chester-
field's better taste. Tobaccos from far and near,
the best of their several kinds-and the right
kinds. And pure, tasteless cigarette paper,
the purest made. The many requisites of a
milder, better smoke, complete!
That's why they're GOOD-they've got
to be and they are.
-te
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Stetson and Lee Will Give
Frosh Runners Competition
Team B of the Frosh crosscountry
It'aln, will run against Stetson Academy
or the regular Freshman course here
afternoon at 3.15. The squad will
ci insist of seven men and the lineup will
probably be as follows: Marsh, acting
captain of team 13. Pettengill Cole.
Wisheart. Spaulding. Littlefield, Crocker
or Keene. Stetson Academy has a very
fine team this year, in fact, it is noted
for its track teams. They won second
place in the interscholastics last year,
and third place this year. The match
will be no cinch for team B and there
will be many exhibitions of fine running.
Team A. also composed of Frosh cross-
country men, will race Lee Academy an
hour later over the same course. The
seven men to run for the Frosh will prob-
ably be: Black, acting captain of team A,
Drummond, Saunders, Bailey, Nlorong.
Piper. and Anderson.
CO-EDERS BEAT CARDS 4-1
IN FIELD HOCKEY
In women's field hockey Saturday
morning, the Cardinals allowed the Co-
Eders a 4-1 victory. The line up was:
CO-EDERS (4)
Young, rw
Lewis, ir
Smith. cf (3)
Perkins, il (1)
Allem lw
Church, rh
Robinson. ch
Mead, lh
Carter. rb
Trickey, lb
Profita, goalkeeper
Substitutes: Montgomery for Robin-
.. NI Robinson for Trickey; Johnson for
hurch.
Umpire: Emily Thompson. Timekeep-
er: ‘Vilheim. Score keeper: Wilhelm.
The Jolly Four group forfeited the
LZATIIC to the Ace Highs, and the game
hem eel] the Bats and Hoboes will he
played at a later date.
CARDINALS (1)
Rowe
Jalbert
Dickson
Morrison
 W'est
Churchill (1)
PRESIDENT FAVORABLE TO
POST-SEASON GAME
THE MAINE CAMPUS 5
lnterscholastics Expected HOCKEY SCHEDULE
To Draw Large Number of schedule
Hill and Dalers This Year
The annual. .siterstiiasta: t ross i. oun-
try Run of the University of Maine will
be held on Saturday. October 31. The
Preparatory School Division Race will
start promptly at 9:30 A.M., and the
High School Race at 10:00.
Invitations are extended to all high and
preparatory schools in thr state who
support a cross country team. Last year,
there %%Cie 120 contestants representing
eleven high schools and three prep
schools. This year's meet should find at
least as many runners, with the probabil-
ity of there being an increase in the num-
ber.
The course this year, about the sante
as last year, is three miles in length.
The winners of first, second, and third
places in both races will receive medals.
The five scoring men of the winning
teams will also receive medals. In addi-
tion, a permanent award in the form of
a plaque is to be given each team.
Last year, the winner of the prep school
division was Hebron Academy, with Lee
and Kents Hill placing second and third
in the order named. Osgood of Lee
Academy, turned in the fastest time of
the day when he completed the run in 14
minutes and 40 2-5 seconds. Pennell In-
stitute bested the ten other high schools.
and Caribou and Deering ran second and
third respectively.
Houlton should warrant a bit of inter-
est this year in view of their recent vic-
tory over M.C.I. Incidentally, the Haul-
ton team's coach is Clyde Stenson, a
graduate of Maine. Brewer High has a
snappy team as evidenced a short time
ago when it lost to Maine Frosh B by
only one point. This fact is of consid
tirable significance in that Frosh A. which
is on an equal standing with team B, de-
feated Hebron Academy by a perfect
score of 15 to 50. Although a close race
is expected in the preparatory division,
the high school race will probably be
more exciting.
The local schools' teams will arrive
early Saturday morning. Those teams
that must travel some distance from their
homes will reach the campus Friday af-
In an interview Monday morning. Pres- ternoon and will be entertained at vanii
Mem Boardman stated, regarding a post- fraternity houses.
season football game for charitable pur-
poses, that in as much as the suggestion
to colleges and universities to play these
games comes from President Hoover,
the idea should be carefully considered
by the University of Maine which is par-
tially supported by the Federal govern-
ment. Maine's participation in such an
etent is dependent upon the action of
the Athletic Association which will refer
its decision to President Boardman for
Fk-on..lnies is still in a backward state
and economists have not yet earned the I
right to be listened to attentively.—John
! Keynes, English Economist.
Earn Extra Money Now!
$5 to $10 an hour
CYPHERS Personal Christmas
.rds (also Box Assortmentsi. S.ime
onr most successful representatives
.se been students paying for their
An education. Daily pay, extra bonus.
I b Lose Sample boss Free—Write
CYPHERS CARD CO..
BdIc Buffalo. Y
Snap Shots
24 Hour Snap Shots Service
The Maine Studio
till 9.00 P.M.
Have your
Topcoat
Gloves
Hats
Neckwear
Dry Cleaned
It's surprising how much
more service you can secure
from gloves, hats, neckwear,
and other apparel, by having
them dry cleaned.
For this service we use the
most modern of dry cleaning
methods. Your things come
back greatly improved in ap-
pearance—yet the cost to you
is trifling.
College Cleansers and Dyers
F. W. SPENCER
Coal, Wood, Ice, Grain and Feed
jobbing
Tel. 77
WATCH THIS SPACE FOR THE DATE OF THE
REXALL SALE
University Pharmacy
INTERVIEWS WITH FAMOUS MEN AND WOMEN
ON CAMPUS—No. 2
That great daddy of them all, "Sugar" Kane
Sugar says: In rising to my lofty position as man-about-town
I was encouraged to rise to greater heights by those toasted
cheese sandwiches at
The Maine Bear
tkt. 17 Co-eders vs. Cardinals
Umpires—West-Thompson
Oct. 23 Co-eders vs. Hoboes
Untpires—Montgomery-/lestr)
(let. 24 Jolly Fours. vs. Bats
Umpires—Smith-Lengyel
Oct. 24 Ace High vs. Cardinals
Umpires—Lengyel-Trickey
Oct. 30 Ace High vs. Hoboes
Umpires—Burrill-Rogers
Nov. 2 Bats vs. Cardinals
Umpires—Ilanaburg h- N odd i n
Nov. 6 Co-eders vs. Jolly Fours
Umpires—Thompson-Trickey
Nov. 7 Jolly Fours vs. Cardinals
Umpires—Noddin-Churchill
Nov. 7 Hoboes vs. Bats
Umpires—Dunn-West
Nov. 9 Ace High vs. Co-eders
Umpires—West-Trickey
Nov. 13 Ace High vs. Jolly Fours
Umpires—Noddin-Henry
Nov. 14 Co-eders vs. Bats
Umpires—Dunn-Montgomery
Nov. 14 Hoboes vs. Cardinals
Umpires—Lengyel-Trickey
Nov. 20 Ace High vs. Bats
Umpires—Churchill-Rogers
Nov. 21 Hoboes vs. Jolly Fours
Umpires—Churchill-Rogers
The umpires listed above are subject to
change.
All Monday, Wednesday and Friday
games played at 3:30 sharp.
Saturdays—First game 9:00; second
game 10 :00.
Group Number Name
1 Ace Highs
2 Co-eders
3 Hoboes
4 jolly Fours
5 Bats
Cardinals
BE A NEWSPAPER
CORRESPONDENT
Any intelligent person may earn money
corresponding for newspapers; all or
spare time; experience mincer • .';
no canvassing; send for free booklet;
tells how. Ileacock. Room 575. Dun
Bldg., Buffalo. N. Y_
FOR THAT
HALLOWEEN
PARTY
We have a full line of
NOVELTIES
and
CANDIES
VARIETY
Mill St. Orono
The BELFAST
Bostonian uitialit V.
Rii:htly styled, finely
made. At its new low
price, Belfast is a 6uy.
Now S6.50
Virgie's
Orono
In the Library
The new library hours tor the fall
semester are as follows:
Monday-Thursday 8.00 A.M.-9.30 P.M.
Friday 8.00 A.M.-5.00
6.30 -9.00 P.M.
Saturday. 8.00 A.M.-5.00 P.M.
Sunday-
2Some of the new 6.4714Ps .a Md..30 
P.M.
d-9m1tot r 
library this fall are: Houdini—Ilarold
Kellock; Ilyde of Bowdoin—Charles T.
Burnett: As Husbands Go—Rachel
(rothers; Modern Architecture—F. I..
Wright ; Carry kation-11. Ashhury ; Kit
Carson—S. Vestal; The Gardener's Year
—C. Capek; Light-Horse Harry Lee—T.
Boyd.
My Memories of the World War—J.
Pershing; Up the Ladder of Gold—E. P.
Oppenheim; Livingstone—R. J. Camp-
bell; The Butterfly Book—W. J. Hol-
land; Stalin—I. D. Levine; War Letters
of Fallen Englishmen—L. ed. Housman;
The Square Circle—D. MacKail; The
Murder of Cecily Thane—H. Ashbrook.
Mary Carter. class of '31, is working in
the library this fall.
has been reorganized as a school for boys
The chief danger to religion lies in the exclusitely, and opened last week with
fact that it has become so respectable.— more than eighty boys enrolled.
Woik on "Holiday" Started with
Rehearsal LAM Night
t..,oitioo•ed frost Paw Ose)
Reserted seat season tickets will be sold
from October 25 to November 4, and will
reserve the same seat for each of the
plays. Mastpw plays this year will be
presented on Notember 12. December 10
or 11. the last week in February. and
during Junior Week.
Final decision on the parts for the
Masque play announced late yesterday
afternoon by Prof. Nark Bailey are as
follows:
Edward Seton Francis Rickel
Julia Sewn_ Sylvia Hicksop
Linda Scion .Ernestine Merrill .
Jiihnny Case Atwood Levensaler
Sewn Cram...  Ludwig Long
I.aura Crarn, Arline Merrill
Nick Potter George Stinchfield
Susan, Potter ... Kathryn Small
r. Fifield
Cltarles :il:. 11; 
O
Barrett
sgood
Henry
Vermont Academy. which was a co-
educational institution for many years.
Home Beauty Parlor
Special for One Month
Shampoo and Finger Wave
Marcel—One reset
Shampoo—Plain
SODAS
CANDIES
.75 Shampoo--
.50 Titer° soapless hot oil .75
.35 Facial .50
Near Beta 110ii,e, College Road
FAenings by app. antinents—Tel. 3h0
COLLEGE ICES
MEALS
DID YOU SAY EATS?
Fal'llSWOrth's (..0111[111011c):)'
Mill St.
HOME PASTRIES
SPECIALIZE IN SANDWICHES
LUNCHES SERVED AT
MERRILL HALL
Lunches are bring served at Merrill
Hall eter) 110011 except Friday by the
Institutional Management Class. A tea
room establishment has been set up with
new menus planned for each day. Prices
arranged are fairly reasonable. The new
institution as being patronized by faculty
menits•i s every noon.
AND THEATEI
ORONO MAINE
cia usia and hang sip
Thurs., Oct. 22 •
"T R AV FLING HUSBANDS-
with
Evelyn Brent. Spencer Charters
and all star cast
Fri., Oct. 23
"PHANTOM OF PARIS"
with
A new John Gilbert in a role that
brings hint right to the front
Sat., Oct. 24
"CIMARRON"
The greatest play produced its
See it again
Mon., Oct. 21)
"TilE BRAT"
With Sally O'Neill. Farrell Mat
I hmald, Albert Gran and others.
Excellent entertainment for the en-
tire family. From the stage plat
Tues.. Oct. 27
"THE S DER"
with
Ft listitt Iii LOWC, I AS Moran and
 a
,titers. Another good picture
worth seeing
Wed.. Oct. 28
"COMMON LAW"
with
Constance Bennett and all star
east. One of the srason's best
prtmmluetimmtis.
NOte : D.1111 Mk.. sit "s ii and
Football Reels
Are you taking advantage of the
Block Tickets? Ask about this
It pays
to look over the wall
The industry that succeeds today is the
one that looks outside its own -back-yard"
for ways to make itself more valuable.
For many years, Bell System men
have been working out ideas to increase
the use and us/like!s of the telephone.
.7 or example, they prepared plans for
selling by telephone which helped an
insurance man to increase his annual
business from $1,000,000 to $5,500,000
—a wholesale grocer to enlarge his vol-
ume 25% at a big saving in overhead—
a soap salesman to sell $6000 worth of
goods in one afternoon at a selling cost
of less than 1%1
This spirit of cooperation is one rea-
son why the Bell System enjoys so im-
portant a place in American business.
BELL SYSTEM
A NAT10N-WIDE SYSTEM OF INTER-CONNECTING TELEPHONES
tolks. Seems g. ti to he hack pounding the .4d typeariter 
a.ter ..ii en-
forced vacation due t.. a complication of professorial injuries. This season we.
editorially speaking. Mill endeavor to call them as one S1111)1:1.1) see them—p.issibl
y.
• • • • • • • •
The New Hanipshire-Maine game was a heartbreaker, iind we are 
speaking in
terms that may betoken amorous insinuations. Just two flukes and 
the Granite
State boys trotted if the field the victors. But things will happen even in 
the best
of regulated families, and then again one must figure that Brice may have 
been
saving his strongest suit for next Saturday's tilt with Bates.
• • • • • • • •
All the belly-aching of oach Dave Morey, ti Bates, seems like a case 
oi sour
stomach. At the start of the season, the Bates mentor was tearing his hair, all 
four
of them, and raving stark mad, that his outfit was a "weak and sickly 
lot.- Look
them over now. Rhode Island beat, Maine by a one point margin and los
es to
Bates by three points. If one is to regard scores, then on paper t Pike please 
take
notice) the Bobcat will have the edge for the forthcoming encounter.
• • • • • • • •
In playing before the home crowd, the Garnet may have the upper hand, but it
seems doubtful if any but the scholastically inclined a ill remain back here in Orono.
Bumming may be taboo, hut there %sill he plenty of it just the same. Just don't
stick the finger out and you're safe, according to one police official. Believe it or
not, you can tell the officer who may want to pull you in while standing by the side
of the road and watching the race of automobiles going by. "I'm waiting for a street
car." If the cop does not believe you, then just tell hint you have a psychopathic
personality, which ought to shut the officer up like a clam, for all cops are not
college-bred.
Classes will not be held this year on the day of the Colby -Maine game, October
31. On the morning of the same day., irom 9.30-10.ou the prep and high schools of
the State will battle for honors at the annual cross country run. Ted Curtis is in
charge of the plans.
A bit belated, hut nevertheless there, we wish to extend greetings to the new
addition to our coaching squad, Ralph Jordan. "Smiles- would be a good cognomen
for the lad. With the introduction of a Jayvee, junior varsity to you, more of the
lesser lights vvill be given a chance to shine. Great idea, but it won't go into effect
until next year when games will be arranged for the intermediates with other teams
of similar caliber in the State. In the meantime the Jayvee is being used to scrim-
mage with the freshmen and with the brighter stars and Itinimalies the varsity-.
Jordan is being used to scout other teams ii Maine's schedule.
• • • S • • • •
To be sure, Maine out rushed its ippon...lit Saturday at ii outplayed it as well,
but there is nothing one can do when the adversary seems to benefit by the breaks.
Even in daily life, in this great world of ours, it is not always the chap who does
the hardest work who succeeds. In some instances it is the fellow who acts like the
parasite in the movies and profits by- a chance misplay here and there.
• • • • • • • •
To "Speed- Wilsim g. .es the palm for starting the drive towards Maine's
touchdown. The pictures in .aw of the Bangor papers display the little fellow at
his hest and shows that there rankles a great deal of football km.yeledge in that
little brain of his. Who are we to judge, anyway, but we're here? English Dept.
please correct. ,Mun Romansky on spinners tore away for some fine gains as did
Favor. Sims and Arnold. Bagley 's kicking was fine. also. In the line, Calderwtxxl,
Pike, and Fickett showed up well. It does not seem fair to pick out just two or
three "best- players for they all functioned well.
• • • • • • •
This week the tollr Pine Tree Stale C.,Ilege. up in their quest for the
State title. The whole battle simmers down to the Bates-Maine game without a
doubt, for from the two will be selected the wearer of the crown. Colby ought to
take BOW dlnii into camp at Brunswick. The Polar Bear has not shown very much
in their previous contests, hut Colby at least brat Vermont by one touchdown.
• • • • • • • •
Maine received some recoginti..n iii tao toot ball magazines recently put out on
the market. Milt Sims is referred to as "a mighty. but frog m the New England
puddle who knoa, the trick ..f the goal-ward hop.- Then again Milt is shown
ti..,inst a pa., during the Yale game of last year, which was intercepted by Walker
of the Eli's. Dave Morey ..i Bates, c•annwnis on Ntun R..inansky thus: "Mun and
his SptIltler• are going, tit Make history for the Vt11% .'rslty of Mame and if that Mini
boy keeps up tlw good w. irk. the honor of All-NI:one fullback is assured him.-
• • • • • • • •
Personal nomination for a real go-getter: Tlasnlore S. Curtis. Quiet. unassum-
ing lad though hr is, he gets the results. In the near future we intend to play- up
Ted's accomplishments iii more detail. much to his utter disgit,t. The big aords
ii. Pt Wein to COMC out just ih .V1 .
IL\ \ ( NtYlk.F.1) SI.1 I IttNI 11
Price from ior to $1.00
l)on't try to buy a thing too chear
From Those wall things to sell—
Reeause the goods hove to
.lard time will always tell.
II.\\ E NIITICED (11..R NI.\(;.\ZINE
I we haven't your favorite. we can get it.
/he trice you raid soon forget.
And the goods you get will slay:
The trice you will not long regret - -
The quality you may,
tit our jewelrv case for good hut inexpensive
ash tras. compacts. calendars, etc,
I i rarer or Metal. Cloth or :coml.
Retnember this adrie,-;
Post't let price Control the goods.
l?ut goods control the trice.
Nlativ hooks on our shelves at
20% Discount_.
For one week only — Investigate
University Store co.
Pioneer Engraving Co.
litt PHOTO ENGRAVERS T I ,)
I 11.111.4 :.st itr
Intramural Touch Football
Gets Good Start Saturday
The results of the intramural touch
games, held last Saturday. are
a, follows: in the northern league. Delta
Tau Delta V.,.11 from Hannibal Hamlin
B with a score of "Ile first down tii none:
Tau Epsilon Phi forfeited to Sigma Nu:
Theta Chi doyened Beta Theta Pi by one
first down to maw; Kappa Sigma won
from Oak Hall, A-t.; Sigma Phi Sigma
forfeited to Hannibal Hamlin A. In the
southern league, Phi Mu Delta captured
two points to none for Alpha Ganuna
Rho; Lambda Chi an from Phi Kappa
Sigma, 12-0; the Phi Eta Kappa-Sigma
Chi game resulted in a tie, 12-12, the
game being awarded to Sigma Chi since
they had one first down; Phi Gamma
Delta won from Beta Kappa, 12-b; Al-
pha Tau Omega won from Phi Kappa.
yards. The ball was usually deep in the .6_0.
Green's domains. When the game ended
In the drawing for the games whichthe frosh had the pigskin on Ilebron's
are to take place next Saturday. Oct.,-
one foot line. At no time, however, was
ber 24, the following schedule was de-the yearlings' line in danger,
cided upon: in the northern league. Delta
Hebron was greatly handicapped with Tau Delta is to play Kappa Sigma on
several injuries. Though they won from N'arsity Field at two o'clock; Theta Chi
the Yale frosh a week before the Maine ..
versus Sigma Alpha Epsilon at Varsity
game, the victory cost them injuries to Field at three o'clock; and Hannibal
six of their first line men. On account Hamlin A meets Sigma Nu on the prac-
of this the green did not show up as tice field at two o'clock. In the southern
well as they were expected to. league, Phi Mu Delta plays Alpha Tau
In the final minutes of the game, the Omega on Phi Mu Delta field at two
frosh had their best opportunity to score o'clock; Phi Gamma Delta and Lambda
but they- did not take advantage of it. Chi play- on practice field at three o'clock;
They threw away their only chance de- Sigma Chi drew a bye.
pending on a forward pass which was
incompleted.
The summary.:
FROSH (Of (0) HEBRON
Foster, he re, Fearon
T.aman. It rt, Young
Hessian, Ig rg. Nelson
Favor, c c, McIlugh
Reese, rg Ig, Flannigan
Higgins, rt  It. Bennett
Shea. re he, Sullivan
Anderson. qb qb, tiould
THE MAME CAMPUS
Freshmen Hold Hebron
Yale Beaters To Tie
On Mud Covered Field
Playing ante-awake football for four
periods iun a muddy field, the Maine frosh
held the Hebron eleven to a scoreless tie
Saturday morning on Alumni Field, just
a week after the Big Green had con-
quered the Yale freshmen. Anderson
and Dawson were the shilling lights for
the yearling, with both making good
gains and excellent Ithe plunge..
The field was art and muddy, and
neither team made much headway in line
plunge, and long runs. Kicking proved
to be the most profitable play, and here
Anderson showed his worth as a punter
by averaging kicks of over forty-five
The only way to get rid of a tempta-
tion is to yield to it.—Oscar If 'Ude.
Honer, Ilhb rhb, Kidd
Hoyt, rhb Mb, Brown
Dawson, Ib fb, Secino
Referee: I litchner, Penn State. Um-
pire, Brice. Maine, Linesman, Quinn,
Georgetown.
Time, four eight-minute periods.
"My throat is all important to me.
No harsh irritants for yours truly.
Give me Lucky Strike every time.
And pat yourself on the back
for your new Cellophane
wrapper with that tab which
makes the package so easy
to open."
ci1.11-1.04 C/LZe,e
Dorothy Mackaill is the some fasci-
nating, rollicking personality in real life
as the parts she plays. Watch for Dorothy
in her next First National Picture,
"Safe In Hell." There is never a dull
moment in any of First National's
pictures starring that Mackaill girl.
ThatLUCKY tab! Moisture•Proof
Cellophane. Sealed tight—Ever
right. The Unique Humidor Pack.
age. Zip—And it's open! See the frnew notched tab on the top of the
package. Hold down one half with
your thumb. Tear off the other
half. Simple. Quick. Zip! That's all. Unique!
Wrapped in dust-proof, moisture-proof, germ.
proof Cellophane. Clean, protected, neat,
FRESH!—what could be more modern than
LUCKIES' improved Humidor package—so
easy to open! Ladies—the LUCKY TAB is
—your finger nail protection.
And Moisture-Proof Cellophane Keeps
that "Toasted" Flavor Ever Fresh
TI 'NE IN—The Lacks Strike Dance Orchestra. sivry Tuesday.
Thursday and Saturday evening art' N.B.C. networks.
Wildcats Take Game Cross Country Outlook in
Meet with Bates Hopeful
By Last Minute Goal ,
On Slippery Gndir Powerful Combination.
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Two "lucky breaks- gave New Hamp-
shire a 13-7 victory over Maine Satur-
day in a game that would have been g,..d
but for the blocking of two punts at fue l
crucial moments utf the game. Figures
show that the Maine team outrushed the
Wildcats by nearly two to one. while the
New Hampshire team was able to gain
practically nothing by rushing.
New Hampshire's first touchdown came
early in the game. Maine was attempt-
ing to kick out 1 danger, and Bagley's .
punt was intercepted by Knox, who'
scooped up the ball and carried it the re-,
maining eight yards to the goal.
Neither team threatened again until the
final quarter, though fine ball carrying
by Romansky, Favor and Sims gave the
blue an advantage over the Durham
team. The Maine line was impregnable
on defense.
In the final quarter Maine marhe a ile-
etermined march from center field, with
Romansky finally scoring the goal. Wil-
son booted the extra point.
The game was apparently won. and
Maine subs were sent in. With only 24
seconds to play, however, New Hamp-
shire punted to the Maine five yard mark.
Wilson ordered Favor back for a punt.
The kick was hurried, and on the first
play the Wildcats broke through the dis-
organized Bricemen for the winning j
touchdown. They added the extra point
by a place kick.
Bagley. quarterback and acting captain
in the game received a sprained ankle and
will be out for the Bates game and pos-
sibly for the series. Buzzell a-as also
injured.
New York University has begun its
1011th year this fall.
The varsity cross country team is go-
ing through some hard practice sessions
this week in preparation for the impend-
ing meet with Bates at Lewiston, to-
m. wro
The course will be about six mile,
instead of three miles, which was the
length of the course run at Connecticut
Aggie.
In view of its tine showing against
Connecticut, in which meet Booth. Gun-
ning. and Earle tied for first place,
Coach Jenkins hilltoppers are expected
to avenge last year's defeat at the hands
of Bates.
Bates has only two veterans frotn last
year's New England Championship out-
fit in togs this year. The team is led by
Capt. Norman Whitten, who is one of
the foremost cri.ss country men in the
cast.
Time trials are to be held this week,
anal the first seven men finishing in order
will represent the pale blue at Lewiston.
FORTY-FIVE STUDENTS
REPORT FOR FENCING
Appr..ximately forty-five students,
mostly freshmen, have signed up for
fencing this year. The team is being
coached by Alvin Heald, and classes are
held in the map room of the Armory at
4:15 every Saturday. Interest in this
sport is evident this year, and several of
the men have already deminstrated con-
siderable promise. Plans are being made
to hold a tournament later in the year.
Dr. R. B. Levinson published an article-
iii Modern Philology for August, 1931.
4111 "The Godlesse Minde" in Sidney's
Arcadia.
* Is Miss Mackaill's
Statismont Paid Fos?
You moy be interested in
knowing that not onto
cent was paid to Miss
Mackaill to mak* the
above statement. Miss
Mackaill has been a
smoker of LUOCY STRIKE
cigarettes for 6 years.
We hope the publicity
herewith given willbe as
beneficial to her and to
First Notional, her pro-
ducers, os her • ndorssi-
meat of LUCKIES is
to you and to us.
Made of the finest tobaccos—the Cream of
many Crops—LUCKY STRIKE alone offers the
throat protection of the exclusive "TOASTING"
Process which includes the use of modern
Ultra Violet Rays.— the process that expels cer-
tain harsh, biting irritants naturally present In
every tobacco leaf.These expelled Irritants ore
not present in your LUCKY STRIKE. "TheN'rr out
—••. t 'in't be in?" Poo wonder LUCKIES
are always kind to you'. throat.
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